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answers to exploration questions volcanoes khan academy May 14 2024 identify the type of volcano shown here then
explain the relationship between the composition of its magma the way it erupts and its shape answer this is a
shield volcano the magma in these volcanoes is low in silica and low in gas so it does not erupt explosively
earth science volcanoes flashcards quizlet Apr 13 2024 study with quizlet and memorize flashcards containing terms
like volcano magma what happens at plate boundaries and more
what is a volcano nasa space place nasa science for kids Mar 12 2024 the short answer a volcano is an opening on
the surface of a planet or moon that allows material warmer than its surroundings to escape from its interior when
this material escapes it causes an eruption lava fountain at kīlauea volcano hawai i credit j d griggs usgs
volcanoes science trek Feb 11 2024 volcanoes can be found all over the earth they are also located on other bodies
in our solar system they have played a role in creating land contributing to fertile soil for growing food making
amazing history and also causing disasters
volcanoes national geographic society Jan 10 2024 a volcano is an opening in a planet or moon s crust through
which molten rock hot gases and other materials erupt volcanoes often form a hill or mountain as layers of rock
and ash build up from repeated eruptions volcanoes are classified as active dormant or extinct
science quiz earth science volcanoes ducksters Dec 09 2023 kids take a quiz on earth science volcanoes practice
science problems online test and questions for students and teachers
volcanoes 101 article volcanoes khan academy Nov 08 2023 volcanoes are vents or openings in the earth s crust that
release ash gases and steam and hot liquid rock called lava when the lava cools and hardens it forms into the cone
shaped mountain we think of as a volcano
quiz volcanoes practice volcanoes khan academy Oct 07 2023 quiz volcanoes where do most volcanoes on earth occur
learn for free about math art computer programming economics physics chemistry biology medicine finance history
and more khan academy is a nonprofit with the mission of providing a free world class education for anyone
anywhere
investigating volcanoes question bank science learning hub Sep 06 2023 investigating volcanoes question bank an
inquiry approach is a method often used in science education the question bank provides an initial list of
questions about volcanoes and places where their answers can be found
volcanoes 8th grade science worksheets answer key and Aug 05 2023 volcanoes 8th grade science worksheets and
answer key vocabulary sets covers the following skills major geological events such as earthquakes volcanic
eruptions and mountain building result from lithospheric plates motions
explainer the volcano basics science news explores Jul 04 2023 a volcano is a spot in earth s crust where molten
rock volcanic ash and certain types of gases escape from an underground chamber magma is the name for that molten
rock when it s below ground scientists call it lava once that liquid rock erupts from the ground and may start
flowing across earth s surface
volcanoes questions practice questions with answers Jun 03 2023 important volcanoes questions with answers 1 what
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is a volcano a volcano is a rupture in the earth s crust that lets gases debris and molten rocks escape from a
magma chamber inside the earth s surface during volcanic activities debris and lava can flow at a velocity of up
to 100mph demolishing everything in their way
volcano definition types facts britannica May 02 2023 volcano vent in the crust of earth or another planet or
satellite from which issue eruptions of molten rock hot rock fragments and hot gases the term volcano can also
refer to the landform created by the accumulation of solidified lava and volcanic debris near the vent
chapter 3 test answer key volcano world oregon state Apr 01 2023 hot spots form volcanoes in both oceanic plates
and continental plates fill in the blank with the correct answer use the following words to complete the blanks
dust lava tube mantle plume ash caldera pyroclastic flow blocks
volcanoes quiz britannica Feb 28 2023 name those herbs and spices take this geography and travel quiz at
encyclopedia britannica to test your knowledge of volcanoes
chapter 9 volcanoes section 1 volcanic eruptions Jan 30 2023 section 1 volcanic eruptions before you read after
you read this section you should be able to answer these questions what are two kinds of volcanic eruptions how
does the composition of magma affect eruptions what are two ways that magma can erupt from a volcano what is a
volcano
volcano facts and types of volcanoes live science Dec 29 2022 a volcano is an opening in earth s crust where magma
breaks through and when erupting can rain down molten rock ash and gases there are several types of volcanoes
volcanoes brainpop Nov 27 2022 brainpop animated educational site for kids science social studies english math
arts music health and technology
quarter 3 earth space module 1 different types of volcanoes Oct 27 2022 types of volcanoes based on structure and
activity and types of volcanic eruptions you will also explore the different examples of volcanoes found in the
philippines as well as the signs of impending volcanic eruption
exploration questions volcanoes article khan academy Sep 25 2022 1 identify the type of volcano shown here then
explain the relationship between the composition of its magma the way it erupts and its shape 2 why is a chain of
extinct volcanoes often found trailing away from a hotspot 3
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